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ABSTRACT
Most modern data processing pipelines run on top of a distributed
storage layer, and securing the whole system, and the storage layer
in particular, against accidental or malicious misuse is crucial to
ensuring compliance to rules and regulations. Enforcing data protection and privacy rules, however, stands at odds with the requirement
to achieve higher and higher access bandwidths and processing
rates in large data processing pipelines.
In this work we describe our proposal for the path forward
that reconciles the two goals. We call our approach “SoftwareDefined Data Protection” (SDP). Its premise is simple, yet powerful:
decoupling often changing policies from request-level enforcement
allows distributed smart storage nodes to implement the latter at
line-rate. Existing and future data protection frameworks can be
translated to the same hardware interface which allows storage
nodes to offload enforcement efficiently both for company-specific
rules and regulations, such as GDPR or CCPA.
While SDP is a promising approach, there are several remaining
challenges to making this vision reality. As we explain in the paper,
overcoming these will require collaboration across several domains,
including security, databases and specialized hardware design.
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INTRODUCTION

Our online presence has been generating unprecedented amounts of
data, a large portion of which are personally identifiable and hence
prone to misuse. Even though companies have long used different
access control and encryption techniques to secure the information
they collect, with the emergence of regulatory frameworks such as
GDPR in the EU [12] and CCPA in California [8], there is a need to
homogenize and perhaps standardize these techniques to enforce
rules at all levels of application stacks [37, 41]. Enforcing privacy
rules through all the processing steps of large-scale applications
is important but the storage layer plays a disproportionately important role. With it being the layer that persists the data and acts
as its source and destination, it is important to ensure efficient
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Figure 1: We propose Software-Defined Data Protection as
a design approach to decouple policies from storage node
implementation.

compliance with rules and regulation. Matter of fact, analysis of
GDPR finds that more than 30% of the articles enforcing data protection are directly related to storage [39]. However, maintaining
strict compliance, as done today, is challenging because it requires
computational resources beyond the capacity of storage nodes and
slows down data access.
In this work we make the case that there is an optimistic outlook
to enforcing privacy rules directly in the storage layer – mainly
driven by two recent trends. First, disaggregated architectures with
query pushdown to the storage layer, such as Amazon Aqua [1],
are becoming a commodity in the cloud. There are also several
SSDs on the market with in-storage processing [10, 36] and high
bandwidth connectivity to the network. Second, as an effort to keep
the management, configuration and monitoring of a large number
of storage nodes scalable, Software-Defined Storage (SDS) has been
proposed [42]. Our work relies on the realization that even though
the goal of existing SDS systems is to guarantee performance isolation and service levels in distributed multi-tenant settings [30], the
underlying ideas can be translated to the data protection domain.
The growing number of specialized-hardware-based smart storage solutions show that it is already challenging to keep up with
increasing network speeds and workload complexities. When factoring in additional security and privacy operations, it is important
to establish how we can rely on offloading functionality to avoid
slowdown. Our goal is to make it feasible to implement rich policies,
such as GDPR or CCPA, with smart storage devices at the network
line-rate. This, however, will only happen if we use them to do
what they do best: pipelined data processing. To deal with complex

decision-making code required for policy interpretation, we propose the use of a software-based logically centralized controller. We
call the approach Software-Defined Data Protection (SDP). Figure 1
shows how policy interpretation and decision making (i.e., the control plane) is separated from applying rules to request processing
(data plane).
We validate our SDP vision by sketching how GDPR could map to
it. We chose GDPR because it is relatively restrictive and therefore
it can be seen as a superset of possible company-wide policies. It is
also a precursor to other, similar, regulatory frameworks, such as
CCPA in California. As a result, if our proposal can handle GDPR,
it will work with other rule-sets as well.
To summarize, our vision is that using in-storage computation together with a control-plane/data-plane separation
will allow enforcing data protection rules at line-rate, without requiring storage nodes to be implemented with large, powerhungry, servers. Somewhat surprisingly, much of the required instorage functionality can be provided by re-purposing existing
hardware building blocks, opening the path to ensuring regulation
compliance without negatively affecting performance.
There, are, however, two remaining challenges to making
SDP reality: One is related to bootstrapping storage nodes and will
require adding Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) [18] inside
the storage nodes to enable remote attestation of the firmware
by the controller. The second is the translation of complex, high
level, rules and policies at the controller level to the common SDP
substrate. Today’s solutions in this space, e.g., [5, 31, 38, 44], already
use secure enclaves and forms of offloading but all implement a
different interface and low-level enforcement logic.

Figure 2: Emerging Smart Storage nodes incorporate both
low-power CPU cores and Programmable Logic (FPGAs) offering both flexibility and predictable performance.

GDPR also provides users with the right to access, allowing them
to request with whom and why their personal data is shared.
3. Metadata and Secondary Indexes. As GDPR requires personal
data to be associated with a specific purpose, storage has to accommodate for additional metadata. Even though not a requirement,
secondary indexes that categorize data as per purposes can be useful
as an optimization.
4. Fine-grained Permissions. With GDPR’s right to object, users
can object to using their personal data for specific purposes. Further, with the purpose limitation clause, GDPR disallows companies
to process user’s data beyond its purpose and without appropriate security measures. To comply with these clauses, fine-grained
permission checks and access control are required at the storage
layer.
5. Encryption. GDPR mandates that personal data should be protected against accidental loss or damage and should be incomprehensible to any person unauthorized to access it. Encrypting
personal data is a suitable measure to comply with this clause.
6. Location Control. GDPR requires companies to adhere to its
standards, independent of the geographical location of where personal data is stored.
7. Data Integrity. GDPR requires storage systems to resist or detect
malicious activities that compromise the integrity and confidentiality of personal data. Using checksums or Merkle tree-based data
integrity checks have been proposed to comply with the integrity
and confidentiality clause of GDPR.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Implications of GDPR on Storage
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) outlines the rights
and responsibilities of the companies handling the personal data of
EU citizens. GDPR regulates the entire life cycle of personal data,
from its collection to its deletion. A vast majority of companies today rely on cloud services providers, for their infrastructural needs,
making GDPR compliance in cloud environments a necessity. Therefore, rich related work proposes frameworks enabling cloud users
to develop GDPR-compliant applications [35], GDPR-compliant
databases [25, 37], along with studies that outline the compliance
challenges faced by cloud users [11, 21, 41]. Other works propose
benchmarks [40] and tools [29] that test GDPR-compliance, and
explore the benefits of trusted hardware to prove compliance [31].
Below we summarize the features identified by related work [39]
and required for a storage system to be GDPR-compliant [39]. Our
proposal uses GDPR as its main use-case because it is a framework
with strict requirements and representative for other state-wide
regulations, such as CCPA. The six features are:
1. User-Specific Deletion. GDPR introduces the right to be forgotten, allowing users to demand the deletion of personal data in
a timely manner. GDPR also states that personal data cannot be
stored beyond its purpose in its storage limitation clause.
2. Logging and Monitoring. With GDPR, companies are vested
with the responsibility of detecting potential data breaches, informing users about those data breaches, and proving their compliance.

2.2

Emerging Smart Storage Devices

The database community has long demonstrated the potential of
“smart storage” [4, 16, 20] and now it is becoming mainstream.
Amazon Aqua [1] provides query offloading to distributed storage
using specialized hardware and there are commercially available
Samsung SmartSSDs [36] appearing in the cloud as well.
As several studies showed, building smart storage only relying
on small CPU cores (often by borrowing cores from the controller
of the flash device itself) is very sensitive to the types of offloaded
processing and can often become a severe bottleneck, instead of
alleviating one [19, 23]. As a result, the architecture of smart storage
nodes typically incorporates some form of specialized ASIC [1,
19] or a more general purpose Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) [4, 16, 20, 36]. Figure 2 depicts a high level overview of a
modern smart storage node, attached to fast networking to be used
in disaggregated architectures.
Related work in the space of FPGA-based smart storage has
shown that it is possible to implement line-rate hash-tables [16],
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deduplication schemes [26], in-storage filtering with regular expressions [15] on FPGA-based distributed storage. These operations
are similar in nature to those required for building an SDP system
(discussed in Section 3.3) and can be re-purposed (re-implemented)
to this domain.
We sketch our proposal targeting today’s smart storage platforms, that is, with a combination of low-power CPU cores and
FPGA logic, such as the Fidus Sidewinder-100 [4] or the Samsung
SmartSSD [9, 36]. The presence of both a general-purpose, albeit low
power, CPU, and a re-programmable hardware element ensures that
the devices can be managed remotely by software and, at the same
time, can deliver high-performance behavior for privacy-related
processing.

3 SOFTWARE-DEFINED DATA PROTECTION
3.1 Assumptions and Threat Model
Software-Defined Data Protection (SDP) targets cloud and datacenter use-cases within the context of a large corporation. Data is being
stored in the distributed storage layer and is processed by several
applications governed by a single set of privacy rules. We assume
that user/client data can be identified explicitly through a universal
user identifier (e.g., corresponding to a real-life person) and, depending on the purpose for which the data has been collected for,
a purpose identifier (e.g., billing purposes, recommendation service
purposes). Some applications will represent a single purpose (e.g.,
notifying users of unpaid bills) and some will map to several purposes (e.g., recommendations based on previous purchases), hence
identifiers are valid across applications of the company, and the
trusted SDP controller has a global view of which application can
access what purposes. All users within a purpose are accessible to
the application, unless consent has been revoked (e.g., user opting
out from personalized recommendations).
We assume that attackers could tamper with the storage nodes
while powered down (devices can be stolen or lost) but not when
powered on and having been bootstrapped by the SDP controller.
Therefore, it is important that the storage nodes provide encryption
to safeguard persisted data and mechanisms for detecting when data
has been modified or corrupted off-line. Furthermore, applications
can be temporarily faulty, or even malicious, so SDP has to protect
against data loss and corruption. This is achieved by checking
permissions for all accesses to users or purposes. SDP allows several
applications belonging to the same company (controller) sharing
storage nodes, but, in the current design, using more than one
controller per storage node is not envisioned.

3.2

The Anatomy of an SDP Deployment

Figure 1 shows the three types of nodes in SDP: storage, processing,
and controller. Storage nodes implement a general-purpose keyvalue store (KVS) interface on binary data, can be shared across
applications, and all communication with them happens over an
encrypted channel (e.g., TLS). Applications run on one or several
processing nodes and are managed under the governance of the
developers. Applications have to register with the controller before
accessing data but once granted access, can carry out most of their
operations directly with the storage nodes.
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Figure 3: SDP enables separation of concerns, and as a result,
policy enforcement can be laid out as pipeline within the
storage nodes. The SDP controller configures and manages
the nodes from the outside.

The controller node is logically centralized and is trusted by
both the storage and processing layers and is controlled by the
company’s data officers. It interprets policies and maintains data
mappings and is used to bootstrap storage nodes, authenticate
application nodes, and manage their permissions. Storage nodes
are trusted once configured by the controller. As we explain in
the following subsections, once authenticated and configured, in
common case neither the application nor the storage nodes have
to communicate with the controller. For this reason, we do not
consider the controller as a performance bottleneck.
Based on the assumptions and threat model, we depict the hardware pipeline structure for SDP storage nodes in Figure 3. It handles
authenticated connections and encryption at the transport layer,
as well as inside the storage. It also performs permission checks
and detailed logging and monitoring. Furthermore, to enable point
lookups and queries based, for instance on purpose-identifiers, it
also includes a secondary indexing element. The controller can configure the behavior of SDP pipeline stages through the in-memory
tables, depicted on the right-hand side in Figure 3. This means
that the physical implementation of the stages can change without
having to modify the controller or the SDP interface.
Given the threat model, SDP will only be effective if all permissions are verified and honored correctly by the storage node, even
if it has been tampered with while powered down. Therefore, it
is crucial to ensure it is running the expected software/firmware
so that the Controller can trust the storage node once it has been
powered on and “booted”. For this, we propose expanding the storage node with a Trusted Execution Environment that can attest the
correctness of the software and hardware contents to the Controller

– this is, however, a challenge that requires collaboration across
research domains and is explained in more detail in Section 5.

3.3

Pipeline Functionality

The pipeline in Figure 3 assumes all in-storage processing to take
place on an FPGA. In real-world implementations it can be beneficial
to only keep performance-critical steps in hardware and move
others to more traditional CPU cores within the storage nodes,
reducing this way the development effort. The SDP approach makes
this possible because the pipeline stages are loosely coupled. As
an example, non-performance-critical steps such as Authentication
that is only carried out once per session could be handled by a
CPU core that shares in-memory data structures with the hardware
modules, achieving this way heterogeneous processing.
In the following, we explain how the SDP pipeline provides the
salient features required for enforcing company-wide policies or
higher level regulations in an efficient way:
Encryption. Encryption can be implemented inside the storage
layer in a way that a) relies on existing schemes and best practices
and b) makes it possible to map the key-management operations to
the SDP scheme we propose.
Data needs to be encrypted both at rest and on the move. We envision a system where clients (processing nodes) receive plain-text
tuples over encrypted channels. Block ciphers underlying TLS have
been shown to work well on FPGAs [7, 13] reaching throughputs
high enough to saturate even 40Gbps links.
Persistent data on flash is always encrypted, assuming industrystandard, symmetric-key cryptography (e.g., AES). The storage
nodes must not persist cipher keys. Instead, they have to remain
in memory and need to be configured and managed by the SDP
controller at run-time. This forbids unauthorized access to the
drives and prevents leaks. One difference to traditional encrypted
storage is that in the context of fine-grained rules and regulations,
such as GDPR, it can be beneficial if each tuple is encrypted with a
key specific to the user whose data it represents (or even the userpurpose combination) because, as later explained in the Deletion
subsection, this enables quick logical deletion of data.
A side-effect of having multiple (de)encryption keys is that each
client request will have to retrieve a different one. Since requests
encode user and purpose explicitly, the storage node can use this
to lookup the cipher key in an internal ephemeral cipher key table
(KT). It is important that this table can sustain high access rates
because, in contrast to other meta-data structures described later,
this one has to be accessed on every incoming client request.
One challenge of creating fast hash tables on specialized hardware is that it is unlikely that cipher keys will fit on on-chip SRAM
memory and will have to spill into off-chip DRAM (there is recent
work in the context of high-performance key-value stores built on
FPGAs [16, 28] using DRAM, showing feasibility).
Fine-grained Permissions. Beyond the question of how clients
can reach storage devices (solved by SDS), an authentication step
is necessary. Authentication matches a client’s identity to a set
of permissions (read/write/insert rights per purpose). To carry out
authentication, an Authentication Table (AT) holds the public keys
belonging to applications. A Permission Table (PT) stores the mapping of identities to permissions. Both tables are ephemeral and are
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populated and managed by the controller. In most workloads, the
number of purposes (e.g., number of internal applications) will be
orders of magnitude smaller than that of individual users, hence, the
PT can be represented compactly, perhaps even on on-chip caches.
Permissions in the permission table (PT) are orthogonal to the
presence/absence of cipher keys in the key table (KT): even if a
client has the right to read all key-value pairs belonging to a purpose,
only those for which the storage device holds a cipher key in the
KT can be successfully read. The same holds for inserting tuple
belonging to a new user or purpose. The SDP controller has to first
insert the corresponding entries in the KT. It is important to note
that permissions in themselves do not forbid applications to, for
instance, make copies of data under bogus user keys. For this reason,
end-to-end information tracking is required, as we highlight this
in Section 5.
Metadata and Indexing. We expect that, in company-specific
rules and national regulations alike, auditing (internal or external) will require an efficient way of retrieving all tuples belonging
to a specific user or purpose. This can be achieved by relying on
meta-data stored with the key-value pairs and by enforcing a tuple
naming scheme.
While not strictly necessary, if such reads will occur often, it
can be beneficial to maintain secondary indexes for performance
reasons. Even though write operations will become more expensive, these data structures can be used to avoid scanning TBs of
data to find a specific user’s entries. For this purpose, there are already FPGA-based key-value stores with low cardinality secondary
index [16] and by using the same hash table approach as for permissions, etc., higher cardinality cases could be also handled.
Logging and Monitoring. Logging is important for ensuring auditability of the storage layer and can be implemented at various
granularities. The storage node will persist an encrypted log (the
key for the log is configured at run-time by the SDP controller)
and implement some form of integrity check at the tuple level.
While we foresee no challenges with the former task, the latter
might require further investigation. Increasing the efficiency of
data structures that ensure the integrity storage are still a topic in
exploration [3, 33, 34].
For monitoring, the storage node has to notify the SDP controller
of any request that failed any of the validation steps outlined above
or has retrieved a key-value pair whose decryption key is missing.
These events allow the controller to take adequate action, rectifying
mis-configuration, revoking permissions, etc.
Efficient Deletion. As explained above, in many cases it can be
a requirement that the storage can remove all data belonging to
a specific user, e.g., once they revoked consent. In this work we
focus on logical deletion of user data, since physically destroying all
copies, and proving this to a third party, is orthogonal to our goals
and a challenge in itself [22, 32]. If using an encryption scheme
with a single key, the SDP controller can delete tuples belonging
to a user and purpose by delegating this task to the storage device
that will either scan the tuple space or use a secondary index. But
in case an encryption scheme with multiple keys is used, deletion
can be performed more efficiently by removing the corresponding
cypher keys from the KT of the storage nodes. As a result, deleted
tuples will not be accessible any more as plain-text, and without

Table 1: This table summarizes the GDPR articles relevant to storage and the high level functionality that the storage nodes
and SDP controller need to fulfill those. Functionality outside of the scope of this paper is marked with † .
No.
5.1
21
5.1
17
15
20
5.2
30
33, 34
25
32
13
46

GDPR article
Purpose limitation (data collected for specific purpose)
Right to object (data not used for objected reason)
Storage limitation (data not stored beyond purpose)
Right to be forgotten
Right of access by users
Right to portability (transfer data on request)
Accountability (ability to demonstrate compliance)
Records of processing activity
Notify data breaches
Protection by design and by default
Security of data
Obtain user consent on data management
Transfers subject to safeguards

the cipher keys, cannot be decrypted. This approach is in-line with
existing practices [6, 46].
Bootstrapping and Interfaces. When powered on, the storage
nodes will have to load the correct firmware/software (attested
by the TEE) before they can operate on the persisted data. The
controller is responsible for performing these steps and then populating the in-memory data structures of the SDP pipeline. These
tables represent the interface to the SDP pipeline and decouple the
physical implementation from the meta-data required to perform
them.
Integrity checks after startup can be performed once the controller bootstraps the nodes and loads the crypto keys (until this
happens, the key-value store of the storage node cannot decrypt
the values). Data that cannot be decrypted with its corresponding
key can be considered corrupted or tampered with.

3.4

Features and Questions out of Scope

Location. The mapping of user and purpose to the actual storage
devices is carried out by the controller following either general
purpose sharding strategies or depending on the privacy policies at
the high level. Company-wide rules and regulations, such as GDPR,
however, can mandate that regardless of the physical location of
data belonging to a user, the same rules apply to it. The logically
centralized nature of the SDP controller is essential for ensuring
rule consistency at scale.
Fault Tolerance through Replication. For simplicity, in our discussion we assumed that each piece of data resides inside a single
storage node. In a real system, however, replication will be required
to ensure fault tolerance. As highlighted by the above two points,
the task of setting up and controlling replication is external to
our proposal and can be tackled by numerous existing schemes.
Nonetheless, there is work on performing transparent, line-rate,
replication of the KVS running on the FPGAs [17] that could be
easily adapted to be managed by the Controller.
Performance of the Controller.C In our SDP vision, the Controller is required to actively participate only in a subset of operations. After carrying out initial authentications and configuring
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Required functionality
Fine-grained permissions
Fine-grained permissions
Deletion
Deletion
Metadata (and Secondary indexes)
Metadata (and Secondary indexes)
Logging and Monitoring
Logging
Logging and Monitoring
Encryption
Encryption and Access control
High level policy†
Location control†

Impacts mostly
Storage, Controller
Storage, Controller
Controller
Controller
Storage
Storage
Storage, Controller
Storage
Storage, Controller
Storage
Storage
Controller
Controller

encryption keys and permissions, it is seldom accessed by either the
processing nodes (application) or the storage nodes. Once exception
is when data belonging to a new user or purpose is inserted for the
first time. Such operations, however, are less common than regular
reads and updates of existing data. Nonetheless, it is likely that the
Controller will have to be implemented as a logically centralized
by physically decentralized solution, to be able to keep up with the
workloads of large enterprises.

4 FEASIBILITY STUDY
4.1 Does GDPR Map to SDP?
In Table 1, we summarize the GDPR articles relevant to storage and
what type of functionality is required for their fulfillment. We also
indicate for each aspect, whether the SDP storage nodes (data plane)
or the controller (control plane) would bear most of the required
complexity. Naturally, even if the storage node performs almost
all the computation, for instance, as is the case with Encryption,
the controller will still have to bootstrap the nodes. As visible from
the table, the required functionality maps well to the SDP model
with the storage node being able to utilize the specialized hardware
pipeline to offload all data-intensive tasks. This means that, with
SDP, GDPR-compliance is possible without negatively impacting
the performance of the applications running on top.
The main remaining challenges for providing GDPR-compliance
in practice, namely the mechanisms for obtaining user consent
and controlling the location of data, are pertinent to the controller
implementation and the way this interprets the regulation. We talk
more about these aspects as part of the future work outlined in
Section 5.

4.2

Are FPGAs the Right Platform?

We “approximate” the proposed SDP functionality to verify whether
it can be implemented on today’s SmartSSD solutions while guaranteeing 10Gbps and faster line-rate behavior. As a stand-in for
the SDP functionality, we rely on the multi-tenant version of Caribou [14], an open-source FPGA-based key-value store. This version

Module

Logic Blocks (%)

AES128 Decryption core (1xD)
AES128 Encryption core (1xE)

4.4k (2.9%)
1.8k (1.2%)

Key-Value Store [14]
+ AES128 Engine (1xD + 4xE) for TCP
+ AES128 Engine (3xD + 4xE) for Storage (>256B)
Estimated total with AES

28.4k (19%)
±12k (±8%)
±20.5k (±13.5%)
±61k (±41.5%)

Throughput [Gbps]

Table 2: Resource consumption of single encryption and
decryption cores (AES128-CBC) and the estimated size of
the crypto engines necessary for sustaining 10Gbps network
line-rate on a Virtex Ultrascale+ VU9P device.

12.5
10
7.5
5
2.5
0
64 256 512

AES128 Decrypt core
AES128 Encrypt core

1,024

2,048

Data size [B]

Figure 4: Performance of a AES128 cores running at 250MHz
on a Xilinx Ultrascale+ device with various data sizes.

of Caribou already handles TCP connections from multiple tenants and is able to allocate bandwidth to them independently, it
implements logic roughly equivalent to the Session and Authentication tables in SDP. It also has secondary bit-map indexes, which
require similar logic as needed for Indexing in SDP. The main type
of functionality that is missing from this “approximation” is encryption, decryption and authentication. Since authentication is not a
performance-critical task, we focus in the following on quantifying
the cost of providing encrypted TCP connections to clients and the
encryption of the data at rest.
We investigate the cost of a commonly used encryption method
that uses symmetric keys, namely AES-128 in CBC mode. We deploy a single encryption and decryption module (core) on a Xilinx
VCU1525 board with an UltraScale+ VU9P FPGA (a chip similar to
the one in the Amazon F1 machine instances). The cores are implemented relying on the Xilinx Vitis 2020.1 library. Table 2 shows that
the single cores occupy only a small portion of the logic resources
on the FPGA and do not utilize DSPs (small arithmetic units on
the FPGA fabric) or BRAM (on-chip memory distributed over the
FPGA fabric), except for buffering input. To provide a realistic SDP
implementation, two AES engines, composed of several AES cores,
are needed. One engine handles the network traffic and the other
one secures data on the storage medium. As an estimate of the logic
resources required in a real implementation, we estimate the size of
a 10Gbps line-rate capable AES engine for the TCP traffic and the
storage based on the single-core performance. Figure 4 shows how
the AES cores behave with increasing packet size. Encryption has
less overhead and the performance of a single core is less impacted
by the size of the data that needs to be encrypted. Decryption, on
the other hand, has a high overhead per data packet and its performance with small data sizes (64-128 Bs, representative of Hash
Table entries) is significantly lower than with larger ones (1-2 KBs,
representative of values stored in the KVS). The resource consumption numbers in Table 2 summarize our findings: on a device similar
to the one we used, an SDP solution is likely to consume at least
around 40% of the logic resources, half of which is used for the AES
engines.
The above findings show that the proposed functionality can
be fitted on the type of FPGA device we used but many FPGAs
deployed in smart SSD solutions contain much less programmable
logic. This consideration and the fact that the estimates in this
section do not include the cost of RSA or ECDSA cores required
for authentication purposes, we conclude that while feasible to

implement SDP on large FPGAs, moving forward, it will be crucial to
design SDP solutions around heterogeneous platforms, combining
several small CPU cores and programmable hardware in an efficient
manner. Authentication, for instance, is a non-performance-critical
task that can be delegated to software, freeing up FPGA resources;
whereas streaming encryption is a better match for a hardware-only
implementation.

5

FUTURE CHALLENGES

Trusted Execution Environments. There are several trust-related
challenges in implementing SDP. First of all, the security of the
encrypted data at rest hinges on the assumption that the storage
device cannot and will not leak cipher keys from DDR memory.
Also, the Controller has to be able to trust the storage node once
it has been powered on and “booted”. This could be ensured by
using a Trusted Execution Environment inside the storage node
– something that, for the moment, is missing from smart storage
targeting the cloud! However, emerging research projects, such as
Keystone [27], can implement TEEs with custom hardware components. This approach fits the use-case of SDP well, because a small
RISC-V or ARM core could be used to load the firmware on the
storage node that the controller provides. This firmware, in turn,
can be verified not to be able to read out cipher keys to clients,
etc. FPGAs have been also proposed to be used as TEEs in project
examples such as Cipherbase [2] where they perform transaction
processing in an always-encrypted database management system.
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Translating Policies to SDP The question of how company- and
application-wide policies are written, managed and translated to
SDP rules is future work. There is rich related work [24, 43, 45]
which demonstrates how to translate high level policies to compliant queries in databases (or compliant accesses in data storage
layers) and there is also recent work that uses SGX enclaves for
similar goals [5, 38]. These implementations, however, all differ and
we believe that there is value in unifying them on top of SDP. In
parallel to implementing a prototype of SDP we are also encouraging collaborations across domains to investigate how to convert
rules to an SDP interface.
Data Tracking Beyond Storage. While making sure that the storage layer protects privacy and respects all rules, data misuse can
happen at other layers of the application stack as well. There is no
guarantee that a buggy or malicious application does not store, for
instance, data belonging to one user under some other, potentially
non-existent, one’s data; or that results of processing do not leak

personally identifiable information to the outside world. Countering such behavior has been the subject of numerous studies in the
context of Information Flow Control, but practical, general purpose, solutions are still not widely available. Even though the SDP
approach does not solve this challenge, we believe that at least it
makes it easier: On the one hand, removing all decision making
and policy interpretation from the storage nodes and moving it
into a logically centralized controller allows for better overview of
the system. Other monitoring tools might be used to augment the
monitoring capability of the controller, achieving this way better
coverage. Furthermore, by not allowing storing new tuples into
the storage unless they belong to a user and purpose known to the
controller, some misuse scenarios can be limited and be audited
after the fact (identifying, for instance, the application that created
non-existent user IDs).

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we painted our vision Software-Defined Data Protection
(SDP) for smart storage that separates control path and data path in
order to simplify the complexity of in-storage processing necessary
for enforcing data protection and privacy rules. This makes high
bandwidth, network line-rate, implementation of complex rules and
regulations possible without increasing the energy consumption
of storage nodes significantly. We describe a high level pipeline
model that exposes a simple interface to the controller and can
handle even as strict and complex regulations as GDPR. Based on
recent advances in FPGA-based key-value stores and near-storage
processing, the functionality needed for making SDP a reality could
almost be provided by re-purposing existing building blocks. There
are, however, open challenges to be tackled: most importantly,
SDP requires secure boot and attestation of the software/firmware
running on smart storage nodes and this will be only possible if we
incorporate TEEs in them. Hence, this paper is a call to arms for
security, database and systems researchers to join forces in making
privacy protecting distributed smart storage a reality.
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